
E [V/m] Measuring points

Alternative

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

4,6 4,0 3,1 19,6 98,7 9,2 3,1 2,4 3,2

X 3,4 3,7 2,8 4,9 34,1 6,1 1,5 2,0 2,9

Y 1,8 1,1 0,9 16,7 30,6 6,7 2,0 0,9 1,1

Z 2,5 1,2 0,9 9,1 87,5 1,5 1,8 0,8 0,8

V/m <1 10 40 100
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Preface 

Within the hi-fi range there are unexplainable phenomena, which are interpreted with 
established theoretical knowledge. These attempts at explanations, which are based on 
school physics, polarize music lovers in skeptics and proponents: on the one hand those 
who dismiss everything as superstition or fancy, on the other hand the convinced, who are 
sure: it works. Skeptics downplay the clearly audible, sound wise improvements as a fancy, 
without considering psycho-acoustic components. Theoretical basics for the analysis of 
phenomena within the hi-fi range are, both in psycho-acoustics, and with regard to physics, at 
least incomplete. Apart from listening-theoretical and psycho-acoustic realizations of active 
hearing, product developments are also based on the turbulence theories of the physicist 
Professor Dr.-Ing. Konstantin Meyl. As the first enterprise worldwide creaktiv Systems 
develops and manufactures products for the hi-fi and audio markets based on realizations 
of this “new physics”.  uses two innovative fundamental technologies for its products. The 
informing: a development of the Gabriel research group for screening electrical smog of 
polluted rooms and buildings - in the hi-fi and audio range worldwide exclusively licensed 
for  as well as the activation, a procedure developed by creaktiv. The following information 
are the result of the research, which were presented in the framework of a “New Physics” 
workshop in Bad Honnef. 

Enjoy your reading.

Norbert Maurer 
 Research & Development
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Introduction
While the turbulence-theoretical basics and the potential turbulence theory of 
new physics originate in the research of Professor Dr. Meyl, the experimental 
basics are by Nikola Tesla. The experiment of the longitudinal waves was the 30 
kilowatts Tesla transmitter. It would send the complete power over 40 kilometers. 
The behavior of longitudinal electrical waves described by Professor Dr. Meyl, 
creaktiv reconstructed with the experimentation set offered by the 1st transfer 
center for scalar wave technology. Also in a hi-fi workshop with the topic new 
physics did creaktiv demonstrate the live experiments with great success. The 
aural relevance of the electrical longitudinal waves was likewise reconstructed 
with one of creaktiv’s development tests. This was demonstrated live during the 
workshop with a receiver from the Meyl experimentation set. Each workshop 
participant on 21 August 2008 in Bad Honnef clearly heard the difference, as 
soon as the longitudinal wave receiver converted to an absorber was activated. 
Among the workshop participants were music lovers, from lawyers to electrical 
engineers, men and women of different age. 
In our research we were able to verify with the receivers from Meyl’s experiment 
set the psycho-acoustic connection between longitudinal waves and the 
intensity of spontaneous otoacoustic emissions, SOAEs (ringing in the ears) of 
the cochlear amplifier in the inner ear.
 

1st Part: New Physical Basics 

Longitudinal Waves

“Besides the transversal electromagnetic waves according to Heinrich Hertz, there  
are also longitudinally spreading waves according to Tesla.”  

Prof. Dr. Ing. K. Meyl                                                                                              

The longitudinal waves, which Tesla already proved in 
his experiments in 1898, are according to Professor Dr. 
Ing. K. Meyl also called scalar waves with regard to their 
mathematical behavior. With practically every radiation of a 
transversal (Hertz) wave always also longitudinal portions 
are created, which are usually measured as white noise. The 
quality of an antenna determines in this way the transversal 
and the longitudinal portion. Mobile phones mostly have 
a too short antenna and thus a high longitudinal portion. 
Therefore mobile phones are ideal means to demonstrate 
the effects of this kind of wave in the hi-fi range. 

Energy Wave

“The longitudinal wave is an energy wave.
In this way 100% of the eradiated power can be received.” 

Prof. Dr. Ing. K. Meyl

The longitudinal electromagnetic wave is a shock wave. This forms all field lines between transmitter and receiver. 
Thus the transmitter can transfer all energy to the receiver.
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The probably most important 
discovery of Professor Dr. Meyl for 
the creaktiv Systems research is 
the turbulence. Professor Dr. Meyl 
sees all particles as turbulence, 
in addition, as a further stable 
condition of a wave. There are 
also turbulence pairs between 
turbulences in conductors (eddy 
currents) and turbulences in the 
dielectric, the potential turbulences 
discovered by him. From the 
existence of potential turbulences 
in the dielectric itself result very 
complex and even over greater 
distances interactive active systems 
in devices, than assumed so far.

Over-Unity-Effect

“There can be an over-unity-effect wit longitudinal waves.
The receiver can receive more power than the transmitter sends.”  

Prof. Dr. Ing. K. Meyl

If the receiver is in resonance with the transmitter, then it can collect all field lines of longitudinal wave transmitters 
of the same frequency and phase, independent of the transmitter’s location on Earth or in space. Therefore an over-
unity-effect is rather the normal case. Within the hi-fi range we have the additional problem that the left channel 
always represents a possible transmitter-receiver configuration to the right channel via the earth connection, over 
which an over-unity-effect occurs. If longitudinal waves are radiated via wrongly terminated cables or open inputs, 
then the other channel receives these interferences intensified. 

Not Shieldable

“High frequency longitudinal waves cannot be shielded because they tunnel.” 
Prof. Dr. Ing. K. Meyl

All Loads Have Magnetic Fields 

“Static loads have magnetic fields with closed field lines.” 
Prof. Dr. Ing. K. Meyl 

In the hi-fi/audio range it is well known that if one frees surfaces of hi-fi devices, loudspeakers and cables of static 
loads, the playback quality increases significantly. This contradicts the common theory that static loads do not 
have magnetic field lines and thus can practically have no effect on cables etc. The Coulomb force is too small for 
it. According to Professor Dr. Meyl all, even static loads, have a magnetic field, which however possesses closed 
field lines. These magnetic fields also interact with the currents in the conductor. creaktiv developed a solution: the 
active technology, which eliminates these charge carrier problems also in devices. 

Potential Turbulence

“Each turbulence in conductors (eddy current) has also a turbulence (potential turbulence) in the 
dielectric. This is the duality of the turbulences.”

Prof. Dr. Ing. K. Meyl
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Duality Turbulence - Wave

“There is a duality between turbulence and wave. Each wave can become a turbulence and each 
turbulence can become a wave. For example the light wave and the photon.”  

Prof. Dr. Ing. K. Meyl
 

Lossless Transition:

“The transition from a wave to a turbulence and from a turbulence to a wave is lossless.  Both 
– wave and turbulence – are stable conditions.” 

Prof. Dr. Ing. K. Meyl
 

Field Interferences Create Stationary Turbulences

“The transition from a wave to a turbulence and from a turbulence to a wave is effected by field 
interference. This may be a magnetic or an electrical, and even a dielectric interference. The tur-
bulences developing along the field interference are stationary turbulences and hiss, since they 
contract.”  

Prof. Dr. Ing. K. Mey
  

Potential Turbulences 
in the Capacitor

Capacitors have 
nonconductor (dielectric) 
and conductor directly next 
to each other. The turbulence 
currents (expanding 
turbulence skin effect) 
and potential turbulence 
(contracting turbulences) 
work directly on each 
other. Therefore spherical 
structures develop: proof of 
the potential turbulence. 

Material Stress

The experiment also records 
the occurrence of material 
stress: without frequency, 
current or voltage changed, 
the turbulences change with 
increasing time period. 
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Electrical Field Interference in Hi-Fi Components 
(Rack) with Turbulences: 
3x3 field matrix of a XYZ field measurement. At 
9 measuring points on and around the hi-fi rack 
alternating electrical fields are measured on three levels 
(XYZ measurement, e.g. 98.7 V/m on the rack). Which 
portion of the interferences are caused by the devices 
themselves or by the turbulences developed by the 
device interferences, cannot be measured.

E [V/m]

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

2,3 2,2 2,0 3,5 2,8 3,1 1,9 2,4 3,4

X 1,7 2,0 1,8 3,2 2,5 2,8 0,8 2,1 3,1

Y 1,5 0,7 0,7 1,3 1,1 1,4 1,5 0,8 1,3

Z 0,4 0,6 0,3 0,5 0,3 0,6 0,8 0,7 0,5

Measuring points

Alternative

V/m <1 10 40 100

y
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o
p
f

Magnetic Field Interference at Loudspeaker without 
Turbulence (informed): 
Diagram of the 3x3 field matrix of a XYZ field 
measurement. The diagram shows the results of the 
field measurement after informing the current and the 
devices. The turbulences are mostly dissolved and 
thus also the concentration of electrical energy at the 
devices. For the first time an exciter interference could 
be determined: 2.8 V/m against previously 98.7 V/m.

 The electrical field interference was measured around and on the rack

E [V/m] Measuring points

Alternative

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

4,6 4,0 3,1 19,6 98,7 9,2 3,1 2,4 3,2

X 3,4 3,7 2,8 4,9 34,1 6,1 1,5 2,0 2,9

Y 1,8 1,1 0,9 16,7 30,6 6,7 2,0 0,9 1,1

Z 2,5 1,2 0,9 9,1 87,5 1,5 1,8 0,8 0,8

V/m <1 10 40 100

y

K
o
p
f

2nd Part: Metrological Examination 
The Gabriel-Tech research group screens dwellings and work places based on their informing technology. For 
quality assurance and documentation of the screening, Gabriel-Tech uses a complex XYZ measuring method 
(3-level measurement) for magnetic and electrical field surveys in rooms. These measuring systems are also at 
the disposal of the creaktiv research, in order to be able to examine electromagnetic environmental phenomena. 
These measuring procedures are unique in hi-fi and visualize, about what otherwise is only wildly speculated as 
“Voodoo“. In this way creaktiv was able not only to reconstruct the wave behavior with the experiments of Professor 
Dr. Meyl, but also to examine and support the turbulence theories in the surroundings of hi-fi components with 
undisputed, bioengineering measurements. According to Professor Dr. Meyl electromagnetic waves curl along 
field interferences to turbulence. The developing stationary turbulence concentrates the energy of the wave in one 
location (e.g. amplifier). If we measure field interference we cannot say, which energy is to be assigned to the actual 
field interference (electrical field of the amplifier) and which energy is to be assigned to the resulting turbulences. 
Here lies the elementary problem with the evaluation of the theory and the quantification of the actual interference 
variables. The technology is however in a position to affect the turbulence formation by informing and activation, so 
that the turbulences disintegrate or do not develop at all. The creaktiv Systems ci2ptechnology is able to extremely 
reduce the turbulence-related energy in hi-fi components, loudspeakers and the listener. Only the substantially 
smaller energy remains, which was responsible as field interference for the turbulence formation of the wave. In 
cooperation with our technology partner Gabriel-Tech it is possible for creaktiv as the worldwide only enterprise to 
accomplish systematic investigations into these phenomena. 

Turbulences Through Field Interferences

As we can deduce from the turbulence theory, there are at least three kinds of field interferences, which are relevant 
in music perception:

1) Electrical field interferences:  We examine these in the surroundings of the hi-fi devices (rack). Perfect 
Sound Tuning Chips can eliminate the turbulences to over 90%. 
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E [V/m]

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

4,99 5,12 5,95 1,24 1,72 2,38 2,33 3,85 3,88

X 1,28 1,35 1,77 0,39 1,05 1,95 1,76 3,36 3,39

Y 3,01 3,21 0,97 1,12 1,12 0,80 1,49 1,85 1,86

Z 3,77 3,75 5,60 0,35 0,78 1,11 0,35 0,31 0,29

Measuring points

Alternative

V/m <1 10 40 100

y
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o
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f

E [V/m]

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

0,11 0,07 0,08 0,04 0,06 0,05 0,04 0,05 0,06

X 0,08 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00

Y 0,07 0,06 0,04 0,04 0,06 0,04 0,04 0,04 0,06

Z 0,03 0,04 0,07 0,01 0,03 0,03 0,01 0,03 0,01

Measuring points

Alternative

V/m <1 10 40 100

y

K
o
p
f

Dielectric Field Interferences at Glass Panels 
without Turbulence (informed):  Measurement under 
same conditions, however after the glass was informed 
and activated by the creaktiv Systems Twister-Stop 
lenses. 
The total interference was reduced from 1.24 V/m to 
0.04 V/m. The Twister-Stop lenses even partly reduced 
the interferences to 0.00 V/m!

Dielectric Field Interferences at Glass Panels 
with Turbulence:  XYZ E field measurement in a 3x3 
measuring raster, in front of a glass door. Electromagnetic 
waves, which meet a windowpane (also glass rack, 
glass tables and particularly mirrors), cause electrical 
turbulences: the cause of a dielectric field interference 
(point 4). The total interference was measured with 1.24 
V/m in a current-optimized room.

E [V/m]

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

3,9 9,5 4,2 4,9 4,5 2,9 3,5 3,3 4,6

X 3,5 6,0 3,3 4,9 4,5 1,4 3,4 3,2 4,3

Y 0,8 6,0 1,6 0,4 0,5 1,1 0,5 0,5 1,3

Z 1,5 4,3 2,0 0,3 0,5 2,3 0,8 0,7 0,5

Measuring points

Alternative

V/m <1 10 40 100

y
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o
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f

E [V/m]

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

4,1 3,7 3,9 5,0 4,6 5,1 3,8 3,2 4,7

X 3,8 2,9 3,4 5,0 4,6 4,9 3,7 3,1 4,5

Y 0,5 0,5 1,3 0,5 0,6 1,3 0,5 0,5 1,4

Z 1,3 2,3 1,6 0,3 0,4 0,4 0,8 0,7 0,5

Measuring points

Alternative

V/m <1 10 40 100

y
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o
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f

 The electrical field interference was measured around and on the rack

The magnetic field interference was measured at a loudspeaker (point 2).

Magnetic Field Interference at Loudspeaker 
with Turbulence: Magnetic field interference at the 
loudspeaker with turbulences, diagram of a XYZ field 
measurement. The measurement was done around 
the listening position (point 5). The magnetic field 
interference (point 2) is created by a loudspeaker. The 
field interference is thus in the magnetic field, while we 
measure interferences in the electrical field! The total 
interference was measured with 9.5 V/m in a current-
optimized room. 

Magnetic Field Interference at Loudspeaker without 
Turbulence (informed): Measurement under same 
conditions, however after informing by the creaktiv 
Systems Air Field Equalizer. A large part of the electrical 
turbulences could be dissolved. Only E field interferences 
were measured in the 3x3 measuring matrix, which 
have nothing to do with the turbulence formation of the 
magnetic field. The total interference was reduced from 
9.5 V/m to 3.7 V/m.

2) Magnetic field interferences: These arise for example at a loudspeaker. The turbulences can be 
eliminated by the Air Field Equalizer up to over 90%. 

3) Dielectric field interferences: We examine these at a windowpane. Our creaktiv Systems Twister-Stop 
glass lenses can eliminate these turbulences to over 90%. 
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3rd Part: Biological and Aural Consequences of the New 
Physics

Longitudinal Wave Turbulences Affect Active Hearing
 
What actually happens with humans, if they are exposed to a longitudinal energy 
wave, and a stationary turbulence respectively? Does it not matter whether 
humans are exposed to a Hertz wave or a Tesla wave? Is there perhaps even a 
connection between the pleasant, stress-free listening to music and the removal 
of longitudinal electrical waves? 

References are to give us the following views:

Nerve Conductor – Longitudinal Wave Conductor as a Standing 
Wave 

The quality of mobile phone radiation for humans is changed dramatically by 
informing with Gabriel-Tech (here chips). The reduction of the heating up (red 
portion) of the head and the shoulder shows that the energy of the mobile phone 
by informing is not kept stationary in the human body. The turbulence formation 
is greatly reduced, so that the body only takes up low radiation. The portion of 
the mobile phone radiation responsible longitudinal part for heating up is based 
on turbulence formation. But the head is not only more heated: in addition the 
nervous conduction is “interfered with (white noise)”, as these are functioning 
via standing, longitudinal waves (see below). The sound improvement, evaluated 
as extremely positive by the test groups, by screening of windows with the 
Twister-Stop lenses is largely due to screening the nervous conduction. That is 
understandable, since the hearing process is a very complex, active process, 
at which many parts of the brain participate.

Target One – Cochlea Amplifier

Particularly susceptibly to “masking” by longitudinal waves is the cochlear amplifier in the inner ear. It mechanically 
increases the oscillation of the tectorial membrane by an active pumping mechanism and thus indirectly the 
oscillation of the basilar membrane.  The reinforcement mechanism is vital for hearing refinement, since it creates 
a dynamic adjustment. Thus oscillations up to 20,000 Hz are increased up to 10,000 times. While the failure of 
the cochlear amplifier leads to the amblyacousia, a degradation of its function causes the loss of details and the 
inability to separate individual sound events. This specific hearing damage is in literature well known under the 
term cocktail party effect. Both the purely mechanical ability and the degeneration of nervous conductions are 
scientifically responsible for this phenomenon. Our own psycho-acoustic investigations also show that longitudinal 
electrical waves directly affect this hearing and discernment ability of different sound events. 
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Hearing as an Active Process

The diagram shows several interlaced 
regulating systems, which greatly change 
the hearing perception. Listening to music is 
a complex, active process, which depends 
on perfect high-speed communication. Here 
the electrical longitudinal wave attacks and 
“masks” the system. The result is an unclear 
perception. Besides the descending tracts, 
which introduce the listening expectations 
into the regulation of the outer auditory cells, 
there are two particularly problematic target 
points for the interference by longitudinal 
electrical waves: on the one hand the 
cochlear amplifier, which is responsible for 
details and dynamics and on the other hand 
the cores (accumulation of nerve cell bodies), 
particularly responsible for binaural hearing 
(accumulation of nerve cell bodies) via the 
nucleus cochlearis and the olivary nuclei.  

Otoacoustic Emissions

In order to test the operability of the inner ear and the cochlear amplifier, for hearing tests with babies the 
reaction of the ear to stimuli from the outside is measured. Playing tones from the outside into the auditory 
canal of healthy persons, one will be able to measure tones in the auditory canal, which were created 
in the inner ear. These are the so-called otoacoustic emissions or OAEs. The reaction of the inner ear is 
very different, if playing one or two tones, a short, wide-band acoustic stimulus (so-called clicks) or very 
deep or rather higher tones. But there is, besides the three OAEs, which occur only if an outside stimulus 
is used, there is also one OAE, which occurs especially if no outside stimulus occurs: the spontaneous 
otoacoustic emissions or SOAEs. In science the occurrence is brought in connection with the fact that the 
sensitivity threshold is increased in such a manner that already smallest interferences lead to a release of 
the cochlear reinforcement mechanism. The outer auditory cells of the ear create these oscillations.

The Experiment:

In order to examine a connection between interferences of the hearing system and longitudinal electrical 
waves, creaktiv developed a special test and conducted it several times. Test persons with slight ear noises 
were asked to pay attention to their ear noises in a quiet room while we once earthed a longitudinal receiver 
from the Meyl experiment and once did not earth it. In this way the experimental receiver once could work as 
longitudinal absorbers and once it could not. After a habituation time and a time delay of a few seconds the 
test subjects could determine a slight, nevertheless comprehensible, change and decrease of the ear noises. 

Target Two - Binaural (with Two Ears) Hearing
 
Binaural hearing improves the detail perception of background noises. The underlying phenomenon is the 
binaural masking level difference (BMLD). This means that an instrument (detail) can be particularly well 
heard, if the interference source (other instruments or interferences) can be located spatially in a different 
position, thus coming from a different direction. The nuclei cochleares serve among other things the 
sound localization, just like the olivary nuclei. The cores of the olivary complex combine the information 
of the two ears and determine differences in the perception of the sound. By screening this perception 
system both a significantly better three-dimensionality and sound location, as well as a higher detail 
wealth (via BMLD) should result. Exactly this could be determined with each screening measure! 
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Fig.: Differences between the ears (interaural transmissions)

Binaural Hearing – Cocktail Party Effect and Space Perception

For the deeper understanding of the human ability and/or inability to separate different acoustic sources and to 
concentrate on one, we refer again to the cocktail party effect. The sense of hearing reaches during the separation 
of different acoustic sources, which deliver sound at the same time, “background noise suppression” between 9 
and 15 dB. This leads to the fact that a person in an environment with interferences is able to pick the sound out of 
an acoustic source (by hearing). The hearing does however not only suppress different acoustic sources, but also 
the acoustics of the room, in which the person stays. The sense of hearing likewise identifies the room acoustics 
as background noise and treats it in such way. Both elements of the background noise suppression show the 
microphone recording of a room. The recording seems to show more the interferences, while the room seems 
rather to reverberate and in the room itself the sound events are reproduced “dry” and hardly reverberated. Spatial, 
dynamic-rich and highly detailed hearing is owed to binaural hearing. Binaural hearing is based on the potential of 
the human hearing system to evaluate frequency differences, level differences as well as time differences between 
the two ears, depending on the direction the sound comes from. “Data“ for the “computation“ of the hearing 
system, which tones belong to the wanted sound (instrument) and which belong to the background noise (room 
reflections and other acoustic sources), the hearing system determines from the interaural transfer functions the 
time difference (Image 1) and the level difference (Image 2). Depending on whether a sound is identified as wanted or 
background noise, it is suppressed or amplified: up to 10,000 times of the initial value. These processes, individual 
for each person, are the basis for the suppression of background noise and differentiated hearing of the wanted 
sound. The mutual interpretation of the interaural differences between the two ears is called cross correlation. 
The complex cross correlations, which the human hearing system makes in real space to fade out interferences, 
are also used to fade out the specific room acoustics in order to be able to better recognize the acoustic source. 
These cross correlations only work limited with recordings, since learned time and amplitude ratios of binaural 
hearing via loudspeaker are only limited to a certain degree! In this way it is also possible that the listening room 
of the hi-fi listener can be faded out, while the recording room with its acoustics is clearly noticed. The listening 
room represents with its acoustics the background noise, which the binaural hearing system can suppress … if 
it is not impaired in its capacity. With our listening tests with the spoken word in the real space it was also clearly 
shown that persons of different sex and age conceive the room as more pleasant (drier and less reverberating) by 
the employment of  Twister-Stop lenses or the Air Field Equalizer to reduce electrical turbulence structures. This is 
immediately audible when switching the Air Field Equalizer on. Also during music playback specific room problems 
are clearly improved by the psycho-acoustic effect. During all tests with turbulence-reducing  products playback 
sound deadening was confirmed. This improvement is exclusively attributed to the improvement of the stimulus 
conduction of the hearing system.

The First Listening Test – Longitudinal Waves and Listening to Music
 
As the research could determine a connection with the longitudinal electrical waves with the silence test, a music 
test with the same structural design was conducted. On the one hand the test subjects were exposed to music 
with and on the other hand without the longitudinal wave absorber converted receiver from the experimentation 
set of Professor Dr. Meyl in the ABA comparison. All participants felt a significant space gain and better definition 
of sound. 
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The Second Listening Test

In the second listening test we reduced the turbulence formation by turning the creaktiv Systems Air Field Equalizer 
on. The test subjects felt exactly the same improvement. All participants awarded the significant improvement of 
the details and three-dimensionality to both systems.

Quote, Claus Bürgers (Noise Suppression of Underfloor Heating with Twister-Stop Lenses):
 
“Not only the music was more precise, it was as if someone had opened a retarding curtain. The 
music became at one time somewhat louder and flooded the room completely different than be-
fore. The stage changed in width and depth. The sound had more character and body. You could 
hear the music in the room where it was created and the effect of this room back on the music. A 
completely different listening experience - very fascinating…! Altogether a very worthwhile and 
astonishing listening experience not to be missed. I have never experienced a comparable gain in 
naturalness and three-dimensionality by exchanging devices, loudspeakers or cables!”

  

The Third Listening Test

With all listening tests the  Twister-Stop lenses were attached to the windowpanes. The third listening test was to 
prove how the turbulences of the electrical waves at the windowpane affect the Sound. For this the creaktiv Systems 
Twister-Stop lenses were removed. Also this comparison was conducted as ABA comparison. All participants got 
accustomed to the turbulence-free music playback and had classified the swirled version without Twister Stop 
lenses roundabout as clearly worse - some even as significantly more unpleasant.

Active Hearing – Via Outer Auditory Cells
The diagram shows the 
inner and outer auditory 
cells of the ear. The 
outer auditory cells are 
actively erected and 
again relaxed:

The proof for an extreme- 
ly active procedure, 
which needs a most  
efficient, neural commu-
nication system.

Holistic Listening to Music
The new physics allows us to understand and to consciously optimize for the first time 
even the environment, which influences devices, and even the sensitive ability of people. 
The ability to capture and reproduce the full emotionality of the music is the result.

Our products are constantly improved. We reserve to modify products for technical reasons or delete them 
from our product range. ci²p technology is according to the Drug Registration and Administration Act no 
pharmaceutical and according to the Act on Medical Devices no medical device. Neither operating principle, 
nor production technology or a positive impact to wellness is scientifically accepted.
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